
2 - 3 Years Old

Week 9

Theme: Dinosaur Fun



Title Supplies Needed Activity Steps

Dinosaur Counting
Dinosaur Counting 

activity page, pencil

Watch 10 Little Dinosaurs. Print the Dinosaur 
Counting activity page. Have your child trace each 
number, then count the dinosaurs in each box, 
then trace the line from the number to the 
matching number of dinosaurs.

Dinosaur Tracks
Dinosaur Tracks activity 

page, pencil
Print the Dinosaur Tracks activity page. Have your 
child trace the lines.

Dinosaur Letters
Dinosaur Letters activity 

page, pencil

Print the Dinosaur Letters activity page. Have your 
child practice tracing each letter, and practice 
sounding out the letters with your child.

Dinosaur Shapes
Dinosaur Shapes activity 

page, scissors, glue, 
paper, crayons

Print the Dinosaur Shapes activity page. Have your 
child color each shape. Help your child cut out 
each shape, then have your child glue each shape 
to a piece of paper to create a dinosaur. Use the 
Dinosaur Shapes template as an example of a 
dinosaur.

Dinosaur Stomp Fun Music

Announce: “We are all going to be dinosaurs!”  
Ask, “What do dinosaurs look like?” Pretend to put 
on your “dinosaur claws” and “dinosaur tail.” Play 
some fun music and stomp to the beat.  Laurie 
Berkner has a great song,  “We are the Dinosaurs.”  
Follow along and perform the dinosaur motions.

Dem Bones
Dem Bones activity 
page, red and green 

crayons

Print the Dem Bones activity page. Have your child 
pick out the smallest bone and color it red, then 
pick out the largest bone and color it green.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjmGTbNLj6Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPrmY7labLA
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Dinosaur Shapes



Dinosaur Shapes Template
 



Dem Bones
 

Color the SMALLEST Bone Red 
Color the LARGEST Bone Green 


